PROBLEM SOLVER

Many Customers Have Experienced The Following:

PROBLEM:

Need to cut or gouge metal without access to a cutting system
• Often in maintenance welding and repair you have to cut, gouge or pierce a hole quickly and don’t have access to a plasma, oxy-fuel, or carbon arc cutting system

High noise levels from carbon arc gouging
• Carbon arc gouging systems can be very noisy and require all nearby personnel to wear hearing protection

SOLUTION:

Cronatron® 1100 Cutting and Gouging Electrode

Quick Cutting or Gouging
• Simply attaches to your normal stick welding stinger and removes or cuts metal cleanly and efficiently without additional equipment

Minimal Arc Noise
• Quickly remove cracks, cut and gouge with significantly lower noise levels – doesn’t need compressed air so it is a much quieter alternative

“Let me show you how it works”

APPLICATIONS:
• All types of metals including steel and cast iron
• Weld preparation
• Light demolition
• Scrap recovery
• Removing cracks
• Gouging
• Cutting